Friends of Robinson Gardens support and underwrite the Virginia Robinson Gardens, helping to preserve the rich cultural history of Los Angeles. Friends also volunteer their time, financial resources and expertise to provide ongoing community education. Students, young patients at Children's Hospital, senior citizens and children from Maryvale and Hathaway Children's Services benefit from our programs. Funds from this event help to continue our efforts to restore, preserve and maintain.

Please accept our invitation to learn more about becoming a Patron supporter of this 2005 "...into the garden" Tour.

As a Patron, you will join us at our annual Patron Gala on Friday, May 6, 2005 as we celebrate Mrs. Robinson and the Virginia Robinson Gardens. For a Patron invitation please call (310) 276-3302, ext. 103 www.robinson-gardens.com

We look forward to welcoming you "...into the garden" at our 2005 Garden Tour where we enjoy Celebrating the Extended View

Enjoy the following exhibitions and presentations during your visit to the Virginia Robinson Gardens...

**Floral Design Demonstrations**

On the east patio - Marc Byrd at 3:00 p.m.

**Treasure Hunt**

On the front lawn with jewelry provided by Lisa Budin 23rd Street Jewelers

**Informed Modeling**

by Pamela Beresh on the great lawn after 12:00 p.m.

**Home and Garden Boutique**

Pamela Beresh
Brookwood General Store
Cheesecake Factory
Deborah Sherry Linens
Del Monte
Diego Deco
Frida's Fashions
Hana's Fashions
Hana's Fashions
Ingrid's Antiques
JANUS at CIE

**Room Design and Embellishments**

Anita Bland
Antiques
Gardenia
Cheery Greetings
E. Brauns & Co.
Jason's
Gusto! Antiques
JANUS at CIE

**Floral Masterpieces**

Anita Bland Garden Design
Bobbi D'Arco
Brooks' Pots
Flower to the People
Greenhouses
JANUS at CIE

Tour tickets, a map with garden locations and Tour by V.I.P. Van passes will be mailed prior to the event. Complimentary program books may be obtained at all garden locations on the day of the Tour.

We strongly recommend flat shoes for the garden tour.
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The Virginia Robinson Gardens, owned by the County of Los Angeles, is nested on 6.2 acres in the heart of Beverly Hills and serves as an important horticultural research center. The Demos Arts style residence and lush grounds, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, provide a rare look at life in early twentieth century Los Angeles.
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"...into the garden" Benefit Tour

Celebrating the Extended View

Featuring
Free Exemplary Los Angeles Gardens

Mediterranean Retreat
Landscapes by Nancy Cholico Fawors

A narrowly-concealed garden curves around the Mediterranean terrace, with a series of classical-shaped outdoor rooms and gently-winding brick paths. These views extend up the hillside and deep into the two gardens that lie beyond these classic casas.

Spanish Influence
Landscapes by Soong-Kee Woon

An extraordinary surprise awaits beyond the Spanish doors of this typical Mediterranean estate, where orange trees cover every corner and pergola to the pool. Beyond the pool lies an equally wonderful terraces that extend to the streets below, with its extended view of the Los Angeles Country Club.

Lower Bel Air Flower Bowl
Landscapes by Norma Orlando

This row of 15 garden bollards extend the view from the Bel Air Country Club. The clipped greenery is matched by the manicured precision of a citrus grove and colorful annuals.

Mediterranean Retreat
Landscapes by Nancy Cholico Fawors

A newly-concealed garden curves around the Mediterranean terrace, with a series of classical-shaped outdoor rooms and gently-winding brick paths. These views extend up the hillside and deep into the two gardens that lie beyond these classic casas.

The Legendary Virginia Robinson Gardens
Original Design by Charles Gilkey Adams

Contributing Design by Janet Lindsey

Follow the view through the Italian Terrace Garden with the Mother Garden Tower - the playground of all the cool kids which the San Vicente Poison.

In my garden there is a large place for sentiment. My garden of flowers is also my garden of thoughts and dreams. The thoughts grow as freely as the flowers, and the dreams are as beautiful.

Ahron L. Uron
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Friends of Robinson Gardens cordially invite you to attend our seventeenth annual "...into the garden" Benefit Tour

Celebrating the Extended View

"Love, whose mouth was ever May, spied a blossom passing fair, playing in the seasonal air..."

W. Shakespeare

Friday, May 20, 2005
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

While visiting the Virginia Robinson Gardens enjoy a luncheon tea served throughout the day on the lawn and in the Banquet room.
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La Festa Espana
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